[Measurement in epidemiology: prevalence, incidence, risk, impact measures].
Measurement is essential in epidemiology, and this is why detailed knowledge of the different measures that are estimated in this discipline is necessary, since information interpretation and, most importantly, the decisions made in the care of patients depend on it. This article describes the three main groups of measures in epidemiology: frequency, association and potential impact; examples and instructions for their calculation are also provided. Incidence and prevalence are the most significant frequency measures, and can be obtained when both morbidity and mortality of diseases are studied. In descriptive epidemiology these measures are fundamental and involve studying how the disease is distributed in the population, in particular, the incidence according to the individual, place and time. The measures of association that are used in analytical epidemiology, such as prevalence ratio, odds ratio and relative risk, are also detailed. In addition, attributable risk, population and etiological fractions of exposed subjects and measures of potential impact are addressed. In general, it is important to consider that the relevance of calculating the frequency, association and potential impact measures depends on the study design.